
THE TRUTH ABOUT MEDIA TARGETING:  

Many Comms Pros Need Help
As communicators craft content and secure earned media coverage for their brands, they have never faced a more 
complicated influencer landscape. Disruptions to the traditional media industry have dwindled the size of editorial teams, 
making it harder for communicators to get their stories in front of professional journalists. Meanwhile, as new media 
personalities with presences on social channels rise in prominence, communicators must determine if those influencers 
have the potential to impact the behavior of their end-customers. According to research from eMarketer, 75% of brands say 
that identifying the right influencers is the biggest challenge to doing earned media campaigns the right way.

IT’S TIME TO FLIP THE MODEL:  
Focus on the Customer First,  
and Back in Influencer Strategy
Sometimes in communications, it’s easy to forget 
that influencers are just a means to a greater end: 
the purpose of pitching the influencer is often to 
affect an outcome with a customer, investor, or key 
stakeholder. But too often, communicators focus on 
the outlet itself or expedite their media targeting 
strategy based on current relationships alone. 

Cision believes it’s time to flip that model on its 
head. Instead of focusing on the influencer, we 
start with the attributes and topics your end-user 
audience cares about, and then produce a set of 
influencers for you to target that are most likely to 
impact that stakeholder.
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CISION INFLUENCER DATABASE 
Connect With the Right Influencers That Impact Your Audience
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A Media Database for the Changing Influencer Landscape
Cision Communications Cloud™ delivers the most comprehensive media and influencer database for 
communicators. Laying the foundation of a campaign – and identifying where message placement can 
hold the most value and impact to customer behavior – has never been simpler. 

Instantly gain access to nearly 1M influencer profiles. Simple, yet powerful, tools to build 
lists and view influencer profile data allow marketers and PR professionals to uncover which 
influencers reach their audience. Cision Influencer Graph maps influencers to the end-customers  
that matter, enabling communicators to focus on building great campaigns. 

Cision stays up-to-date on both established professional journalists and their outlets, as well as new media 
influencers – taking the complications out of finding the right brand-partners. The influencer database is 
built on the efforts of the Cision global media research team who contact, vet and evaluate thousands 
of media contacts and influencers every day. With their insights, we provide details on the leading  
outlets and influencers that organizations need to reach the right audiences.

CISION INFLUENCER DATABASE: 
CONNECT WITH THE RIGHT INFLUENCERS  

THAT IMPACT YOUR AUDIENCE
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TOP FEATURES FOR COMMUNICATORS:

Tools for Complete Discovery

KEY BENEFITS

KEY CAPABILITIES FEATURES THE CISION DIFFERENCE

DRIVE  
MORE COVERAGE 

Today, less is more. By conducting 
outreach in a more targeted and 
data-driven manner, communicators 
can make a better first impression, 
leading to improved media 
pickup and the development of  
stronger relationships.

UNCOVER  
NEW AUDIENCES

Influencer recommendations and 
audience insights, combined with 
the largest database in the industry, 
enable brands to uncover niche and 
emerging influencers to expand  
their audience.

LISTEN TO  
INFLUENCER TRENDS 

Tap into influencer conversations 
and uncover insights to discover 
new opportunities to reach 
target audiences through social 
listening. Learn what’s trending 
in real-time and participate in  
the conversations.

INFLUENCER 
IDENTIFICATION

• Media outlets and contacts (including 25,000        
 unique Canadian contacts) maintained by   
 dedicated Canadian-based team of media   
 researchers who update 500 media contacts  
 per week

• “Talking About” search that reveals what contacts  
 are talking about online and in social media

• Contact recommendations

• Editorial Calendars

• HARO (Help a Reporter Out)

• E-mail distribution and reporting

• Contact and bio information

• Pitching tips

• Social media activity streams and  
 engagement tool

• Influencers’ social media audience details 

• Trending Influencers

• Suite Integration (Database, Distribution  
 Monitoring, Analysis) 
• Campaign creation and assignment
• Activities management 
• Integration with Analytics and Marketing  
 Automation platforms 
• Embedded UTM code generator

Cision’s global media research team collects information 
from pitchable media contacts (including nearly 300,000 
social influencers) and makes more than 20,000 updates a 
day to the database for accuracy on 1.6M contacts, outlets 
and opportunities. Client update requests are answered and 
researched on the day they are received.

Cision Influencer Database is integrated with an online news 
and Twitter archive which enables users to search for recent 
content created by influencers. Segment these searches by 
topic, region and even audience interests.

Editorial roadmaps give an overview of coverage in upcoming 
schedules – see where stories fit best to land coverage in the 
appropriate medium. Tap into a growing content community 
with more than 55,000 journalists looking for sources from 
experts and brands with access to HARO (Help a Reporter Out).

Go beyond a Google search and dive into biographical 
information as well as the needs, wants, pet peeves and recent 
bylines or social posts of the leading influencers. Cut through 
the inbox and social noise to make genuine relationships with 
influencers and connect at the right time and place to leave 
memorable impressions.

Visualize level of influence over time and gain insight into an 
influencer’s audience, including demographics - location, gender, 
age, education - as well as the brands and topics that resonate 
with their audience for more effective targeting. Catch rising stars 
before they peak, see if they maintain steady prominence, or 
know when an influencer’s impact is fading. 

Influencer Database is part of the strongest collective of 
communications tools designed to provide simplified user-
experience for campaign control. From Outlet Conversions to 
interactive Google Analytics charts, Cision Communications 
Cloud™ offers holistic, multi-channel campaign management. 

CONTENT 
OPPORTUNITIES

OUTREACH & 
PITCHING

INFLUENCER & 
AUDIENCE INSIGHTS

UNIFIED CAMPAIGN 
MANAGEMENT
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